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   Clarksdale, Miss. --- Every weekend, 
a peculiar-looking pickup truck 
appears on the streets of this 
Mississippi Delta town. The rusty red '75 Dodge creeps past the Hole in the Wall 
and the Club Champagne and the other juke joints, its overloaded rear end 
sagging, and wheezes to a stop at the corner of Yazoo and Martin Luther King Jr. A  
man with long sideburns and a bushy mustache pops out wearing a red apron and 
a white cap that says "World's Greatest Granddad." He pitches a tarpaulin tent 
behind the tailgate, plugs an extension cord into a socket on a telephone pole, 
flips on a police scanner and some gospel radio and fires up a portable stove in the 
galley kitchen he has fashioned in the truck bed. And, just like that, a raggedy old 
ghost of a pickup is transformed into . . . the Tamalemobile.
   "The kids call me Hot T," says Oscar Orsby, whose nickname is as plain as the 
sign on his truck: "Hot Tamales --- Shuck Lickin' Good."
   A woman in a nurse's uniform stops by on the way home from work and orders a 
dozen. Orsby fishes them out of the pot where he keeps them steeping in a spicy 
brown broth, tethered in threes with strips of corn husk tied off in dainty bows. As 
he hands over the takeout plate, he can't resist a little joke. "Be careful eating 
those. My finger-bitin' insurance has run out." She forces a laugh, and you get the 
feeling she may have heard the line almost as many times as she's tasted the 
tamales.
   Oscar Orsby has been selling tamales on the street corners of Clarksdale for 17 
years. He's part of an unlikely tradition that shows things aren't always as black 
and white as they seem, even in the deepest recesses of the Deep South.
   If you aren't from the river country of Mississippi, Arkansas or Louisiana, you 
probably think tamales have as much to do with the South as refried beans. And 
you'd be right, mostly; outside of Mexican restaurants, you don't see many 
tamales this side of Mississippi. Dave Nelson, a native North Carolinian, didn't 
know what they were when he moved to Oxford, Miss., to edit Living Blues 
magazine. "I tried to eat the outer part," he admits. "I didn't know it was a corn 
husk and that you weren't supposed to eat it."
   Tell me about it. I did the same thing the first time I encountered a tamale years 
ago at Doe's Eat Place, a steakhouse in Little Rock. I chewed on that stringy cud 
for half a minute before I spit it out.
   Nobody who has spent much time in Mississippi would make such a mistake. In 
the Magnolia State, tamales are almost as beloved as catfish --- especially in the 
Delta, the great fertile plain that stretches between the Yazoo and Mississippi 
rivers. Tamales are served from pushcarts, at barbecue places, in bars and juke 
joints, where they're prized for their alcohol-sopping qualities. It's been that way 
at least since the 1930s, when Delta bluesman Robert Johnson recorded one of his  
best-known songs about a tamale woman --- although, come to think of it, he 
might not have been talking about cornmeal when he sang, "Hot tamales, and 
they're red hot. Yes, she's got 'em for sale."
   How did Mississippi, with one of the smallest Latino populations in the nation, 
embrace such a proudly Mexican dish? John T. Edge, a graduate student at the 
University of Mississippi's Center for the Study of Southern Culture, investigated 



the question a couple of years ago in a paper titled "Mississippi Hot Tamales: A 
Culinary Conundrum." After researching the history and interviewing more than 20  
tamale makers, he concluded that African-Americans learned how to make tamales  
early this century from Mexican immigrants working beside them in the cotton 
fields.
   To this day, most Delta tamale artisans are black --- but not all of them. The 
ethnic roots can be tangled. Henry Solly, who founded Solly's Tamales in 
Vicksburg, was born in Cuba of a French father and a Cherokee mother. Pasquale 
St. Columbia, the namesake of Pasquale's Tamales in Helena, Ark., was a Sicilian 
newcomer who sold lunches to field hands and sawmill workers, who in turn 
taught him about Mexican food. Joe and Joyce St. Columbia --- grandson and wife 
--- honor their heritage by making tamales flavored with a heavy dose of garlic.
   The typical Delta tamale actually isn't that much different from the Mexican 
prototype. Both consist of a seasoned meat filling rolled in cornmeal and wrapped 
in corn shucks, then steamed for hours. Mexicans serve a greater variety, making 
fillings with anything from goat to fruit; Delta cooks usually stick to chili-powdered 
beef or pork. Mexicans use a fine corn flour called masa harina; in the Delta, they 
just whip out yellow cornmeal, giving their tamales a slightly grittier texture. The 
preferred wrapper is a corn husk, although Mississippians have been known to 
take some liberties. Edge has seen tamales wrapped with coffee filters.
   However they're made, there's little dispute over the proper way to eat a 
tamale. Jerry Oliver, one of the regulars at Pasquale's, showed me how over lunch. 
First you unroll the shuck, revealing a link of cornmeal no bigger than a cigar. 
Then you chop off a bite with a fork or a saltine --- tamales always come with 
crackers --- and shovel it in. If you really want to look like a local, you re-roll the 
shuck and place one end in your mouth and suck the juices for all you're worth.
   "The inside of the shuck has the best flavor," Oliver explained. "It's like gnawing 
on a pork chop bone." Or sucking on the head of a boiled crawfish.
   Equipped with this short course in tamale technique, I drove back across the 
Mississippi to Clarksdale, population 20,000, where "Hot T" Orsby sets up shop 
every Friday afternoon. It was a cold, gray day that made you crave something hot 
and spicy. I found the Tamalemobile just where he said I would, in a worn old 
neighborhood of churches and juke joints that probably hasn't changed much since 
Bessie Smith died in a car crash out on Highway 61 during the 1930s. I could 
smell the chili seasonings outside the tent. The tamale man was inside, propped 
on a lawn chair, roasting in the warmth of a propane space heater.
   Orsby, 68, grew up in Clarksdale and remembers buying tamales as a boy from 
a street vendor named Johnny Ace. But he didn't make them himself until a friend 
showed him how a few years ago. Orsby was already selling food from his truck to 
supplement his pension, so he decided to add tamales to his menu of Polish 
sausages, pork steak sandwiches and pig's feet. Hot T was born.
   Orsby rolls the tamales every week with his friend. No help is invited or allowed; 
he won't even let his wife or seven children look over his shoulder. He arrives at 
the street corner about midday with 400 tamales and doesn't leave until he's sold 
the last ones to stragglers leaving the juke joints in search of a cornmeal nightcap. 
He'll stay on the street until after midnight if he has to, a seemingly easy target 
for a stickup. Yet nothing has happened in 17 years.
   "There are eight gangs in this city, and they look after me," Orsby said. "I've had 
them come by for tamales, and they say, 'Hot T, if anybody ever bothers you, you 
let us know.' And they pull up their shirt and tap their gun. And nobody ever 
bothers me."
   He looked out onto the street, where a group of young men in hooded coats 
were starting to huddle in the gathering darkness.
   "I guess they like my tamales."


